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CONSPECTUS: Teaching computers to plan multistep syntheses of arbitrary target moleculesincluding natural productshas
been one of the oldest challenges in chemistry, dating back to the 1960s. This Account recapitulates two decades of our group’s work
on the software platform called Chematica, which very recently achieved this long-sought objective and has been shown capable of
planning synthetic routes to complex natural products, several of which were validated in the laboratory.
For the machine to plan syntheses at an expert level, it must know the rules describing chemical reactions and use these rules to
expand and search the networks of synthetic options. The rules must be of high quality: They must delineate accurately the scope of
admissible substituents, capture all relevant stereochemical information, detect potential reactivity conﬂicts, and protection
requirements. They should yield only those synthons that are chemically stable and energetically allowed (e.g., not too strained) and
should be able to extrapolate beyond examples already published in the literature. In parallel, the network-search algorithms must be
able to assign meaningful scores to the sets of synthons they encounter, make judicious choices which of the network’s branches to
expand, and when to withdraw from unpromising ones. They must be able to strategize over multiple steps to resolve intermittent
reactivity conﬂicts, exchange functional groups, or overcome local maxima of molecular complexity.
Meeting all these requirements makes the problem of computer-driven retrosynthesis very multifaceted, combining expert and AI
approaches further supplemented by quantum-mechanical and molecular-mechanics calculations. Development of Chematica has
been a very long and gradual process because all these components are needed. Any shortcutsfor example, reliance on only expert
̈ and often erroneous syntheses, especially for complex targets. On the bright
or only data-based approachesyield chemically naive
side, once all the requisite algorithms are implementedas they now arethey not only streamline conventional synthetic planning
but also enable completely new modalities that would challenge any human chemist, for example, synthesis with multiple constraints
imposed simultaneously or library-wide syntheses in which the machine constructs “global plans” leading to multiple targets and
beneﬁting from the use of common intermediates. These types of analyses will have profound impact on the practice of chemical
industry, designing more economical, more green, and less hazardous pathways.
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Figure 1. Chematica-designed, enantioselective synthesis of complex natural products: (a) marine steroid, aplykurodinone-1, and (b) cyclopiane
diterpene, conidiogenone B. Reproduced with permission from ref 4. Copyright 2020 Springer Nature.

Y.; Rickershauser, L.; Gajewska, E. P.; Toutchkine, A.;
Dittwald, P.; Startek, M. P.; Kirkovits, G. J.; Roszak, R.;
Adamski, A.; Sieredzińska, B.; Mrksich, M.; Trice, S. L.
J.; Grzybowski, B. A. Eﬃcient Syntheses of Diverse,
Medicinally Relevant Targets Planned by Computer and
Executed in the Laboratory. Chem 2018, 4, 522−532.2
Paper describing syntheses of challenging drug molecules planned by Chematica and validated by experiment.
• Molga, K.; Dittwald, P.; Grzybowski, B. A. Computational Design of Syntheses Leading to Compound
Libraries or Isotopically Labeled Targets. Chem. Sci.
2019, 10, 9219−9232.3 Extension of retrosynthetic
concepts and algorithms to the simultaneous design of
pathways leading to multiple targets and/or isotopomers.
• Mikulak-Klucznik, B.; Gołębiowska, P.; Bayly, A. A.;
Popik, O.; Klucznik, T.; Szymkuć, S.; Gajewska, E. P.;
Dittwald, P.; Staszewska-Krajewska, O.; Beker, W.;
Badowski, T.; Scheidt, K. A.; Molga, K.; Młynarski, J.;

Mrksich, M.; Grzybowski, B. A. Computational Planning
of the Synthesis of Complex Natural Products. Nature
2020, 588, 83−88.4 Chematica’s ultimate demonstration
in designing syntheses of complex natural products using
strategic, multistep planning. Syntheses are scrutinized
by world’s synthesis experts and pass the Turing test.
Three natural products are synthesized according to
Chematica’s plans.

1. INTRODUCTION
The story of computer-aided synthesis is almost as old as the
history of modern computing with ﬁrst programs envisioned5
by the late 1950s and developed vigorously from the 1960s
onward.6−12 By the time Apollo 11 landed on the Moon in
1969, E. J. Corey and W. T. Wipke were well advanced in the
development of their ﬁrst synthesis planning program called
OCSS,6 which then was split and evolved into Corey’s
LHASA,7 and Wipke’s SECS.8 To be sure, these early
programs were not really fully automated. For instance,
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Figure 2. Syntheses as graphs and networks. (a) The “normal” representation on the left implies that target T can be made from either A or Bin
reality, both A and B are required. This requirement is captured by the bipartite representation on the right, whereby both A and B “enter” a
diamond-shaped reaction node. (b) The cost-optimized, 40-step-long synthesis of paclitaxel/taxol found by the NOC-searching algorithm.
Reaction arrows are colored by the years in which particular reactions were reported. (c) Increasing the cost of labor, the program seeks solutions
that are shorter but start from more expensive substrates (here, commercially available baccatin III). Panels b and c: Reproduced with permission
from ref 1. Copyright 2016 John Wiley and Sons.

construct syntheses as complex as those in Figure 1. The goal
of this Account is to systematize the logic that guided us
through this long eﬀort and narrate gradual and multifaceted
improvementscombining “expert” and AI approachesthat
were required to progress from the planning of syntheses of
relatively simple drugs to the syntheses of complex natural
products. Now that computers have ﬁnally reached this level of
advanced synthesis planners, we also consider tasks in which
they can perhaps surpass humans: in synthetic design with
multiple constraints, in library-wide syntheses, and some more.
We believe that in the years to come, such tools will have
profound and lasting impact on synthetic design both in
academia and in industry.

LHASA provided suggestions of speciﬁc reactions, but the task
of choosing the “right synthetic moves” from which to
construct complete and chemically plausible pathwaysthat
is, the essence of synthetic designwas left to the human user.
Still, even with such semiautomatic frameworks, the goals were
very ambitious and the optimism was highneedless to say, by
1985, LHASA was used to guide synthetic choices for targets
as complex as quinic acid13 or erythronolide B.14 Unfortunately, these plans were generally not accompanied by
experimental eﬀort, and the sole literature-documented
laboratory validation of LHASA, the synthesis of a highly
simpliﬁed taxol core, failed on the ﬁrst step.15 In 2006, a
synthesis of a relatively simple azaspirane planned by a
Japanese program SYNSUP was carried out16 but the yields
were generally unsatisfactory and below those in other, humandesigned routes. Time passed, but no other experimental
validations were forthcoming. Even though new approaches
and programs continued to appear (for review, see refs 1 and
17) and attracted chemists of Ivar Ugi’s caliber,12 the early
enthusiasm subsided. By the early 2000s, the ﬁeld was largely
abandoned.18 This PI remembers that one of the common
arguments of the day was that “the combinatorial explosion”14
of potential synthetic optionsmultiplying with each synthetic
step and rapidly generating an enormous network of synthetic
possibilitiesmight be an insurmountable problem whose
solution would require unrealistic computing power and
impractical search times, especially for complex target
molecules requiring longer syntheses. Yet, the turn of the
millennium was also the time when computer programs
became very adept in searching comparably sized networks of
chess moves and were able to select strategies to defeat human
champions. If DeepBlue could orchestrate a multistep game to
beat Gari Kasparov, why would not a synthesis-planning
program be able to construct a coherent sequence of synthetic
“moves”? In principle, one would only have to (1) rephrase the
problem of synthesis in terms of network theory, (2) teach the
computer the rules of chemistry, and (3) devise functions to
score synthons and pathways the machine was generating. In
practice, this “only” turned into a two-decade-long journey
fueled by initial naivety, humbling on many occasions, but in
the end extremely fulﬁlling when the machinenow known as
Chematica or Sigma-Aldrich’s Synthiarecently4 started to

2. CHEMISTRY AS A NETWORK
We began around 2002/2003 with the translation of organicsynthetic knowledge into a network problem. Our ﬁrst papers
on the topic19,20 focused on the representation of millions of
literature-reported reactions as a giant Network of Organic
Chemistry, NOC. As we showed, the NOC has the so-called
scale-free architecture, which is conserved from the inception
of modern chemistry, evolves according to well-deﬁned and
immutable dynamics, and is characterized by the presence of
highly connected “hub” molecules central to synthesis.
By 2009, we made several important additions to the
network formalism.21 First, we began to use the so-called
bipartite representation,21,22 in which the network comprises
two types of nodes, one for molecules (in Figure 2a colored
circles) and one for reaction operations (small diamonds).
This representation preserves all causal relationships between
substrates and products and allows us to unambiguously deﬁne
and evaluate entire sets of substrates, which is especially
important in convergent syntheses in which a retron molecule
is disconnected into similar-complexity synthons, neither of
which can be neglected in further planning. Second, we
introduced rudimentary scoring functions quantifying the costs
of entire pathways as the sum of “labor”/reaction costs and the
cost of the substrates. By about 2012, we improved these
NOC-search algorithms to allow for (i) the construction, in a
matter of seconds, of multistep pathways leading to targets as
complex as Taxol (Figure 2b, c) and taking into account
various user-imposed constraints (e.g., avoidance of certain
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toxic or otherwise undesired intermediates) and (ii)
parallelized, multitarget searches seeking synthetic plans that
beneﬁt from the use of multiple common intermediates.1,23 In
parallel, we were developing statistical algorithms that
estimated reactivities and cross-reactivities of individual groups
(based on the statistics of reactions present in the NOC)24,25
and also methods that predicted which individual reactions
could be connected into one-pot sequences (based on the
compatibility of reaction conditions and any cross-reactivity
conﬂicts). We validated several such sequences by experiment.26

3. REACTION RULES: MACHINE EXTRACTED OR
EXPERT-CODED?
These network-search algorithms were eﬃcient but chemically
blind and uncreativethey treated molecules as mere graph
nodes and traversed a “static” network of already reported
reactions. Since our overriding goal had always been to design
new synthetic routes to arbitrary target molecules, we obviously
had to extrapolate beyond literature-published precedents,
teach the machine the general rules of chemical reactivity, and
use these rules to de novo create and navigate networks of
synthetic suggestions.
There are two legitimate ways to teach computer reaction
rules. One approach is to extract them automatically from
literature-reported examples. A reaction templateencoded in
the so-called SMARTS notation27then corresponds to atoms
that change during a reaction (reaction core) and, optionally,
some additional ﬂanking atoms/groups (environment).
Templates sharing a common core can be grouped with outof-core substituents representing reaction scope (Figure 3a). In
the 2000s, automated extraction was pioneered28 by Orr Ravitz
and colleagues from the Simbiosys company (later acquired by
Wiley and more recently by CAS). An extremely appealing
feature of the automated approach is that reaction collections
as large as Reaxys can be extracted within a day or so.
Unfortunately, the reaction templates obtained in this way
suﬀer from multiple limitations. Referring the reader to our
recent review of this topic,29 we only brieﬂy mention that
automatic extraction may not capture all relevant stereochemical information (e.g., when environment is truncated at
or near a stereocenter such that substituents’ priorities are
lost), does not recognize and exclude erroneous database
entries (which are, unfortunately, plentiful), resulting in
chemically nonsensical rules, and cannot meaningfully
extrapolate substituent scope beyond published examples
(see footnote 9 to ref 34). We have seen these and other
problems with machine extracted reaction templates in our
own work on Chematica and in the programs created by
others; such templates might work for simpler syntheses30−32
but are not accurate enough for stereoselective and scaﬀolddirecting reactions necessary for the synthesis of complex
targets. Accordingly, about a decade ago we decided to
proceed with expert-coded rules. This was probably the hardest
strategic decision we had to make because the number of
synthetically useful reaction types is on the order of 100 000
and encoding them manually is a task of gigantic
proportionsindeed, it took us a decade of focused eﬀort to
reach this number and also develop a host of auxiliary
algorithms to, for example, enforce proper stereochemistry
which is not adequately treated by publicly available software
tools used to process SMILES/SMARTS. Ultimately, however,
we have created a collection of chemical rules of

Figure 3. Encoding reaction rules. (a) In stereoselective addition of
organometallic reagents to bicyclic ketones, the reaction “core” (in
gray) is small, but to ensure that the rule predicts proper
stereochemical outcome, one should also consider the “environment”
(colored in red). (b) Further analysis of mechanism and of the
underlying literature prompts a series of additional conditions,
represented here as a decision tree for the aryl/methyl nucleophile
(additions of other organometallic reagents, for example, acetylides,
long alkyl, or vinyl Grignards have slightly diﬀerent trees and are
coded separately). Conditions represented by blue diamonds ensure
presence of the so-called angular group guiding the approach of the
nucleophile (here, the presence of bicyclic system, trans junction
between rings and quaternary stereocenter neighboring ketone are all
required), while conditions in pink diamonds serve to prohibit
potentially mismatched stereochemical eﬀects (here, additional
substituents located in the cyclopentanone fragment, bulky fragments
in the neighboring ring, or presence of two contiguous quaternary
stereocenters are not allowed). (c) A fragment of a reaction record
with chemical considerations encoded in the SMILES/SMARTS
notation.
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unprecedented breadth and quality, one that is now easily kept
au courant by the addition of newly discovered reaction types.

4. IMPORTANCE OF MOLECULAR “CONTEXT” AND
ML MODELS
When a reaction rule is applied to a particular retron, it is
extremely important to account for the molecule-wide
“context”that is, for the out-of-the-core groups that cannot
be present due to cross-reactivity and those that should be
protected (Figure 3). To avoid false-positive reaction
suggestions, we have treated reactivity conﬂicts very
stringently, considering close to 400 potentially conﬂicting
functionalities for each reaction. In vast majority of cases, these
lists included groups that were not reported in literature
precedentsmaking such extensions reliant on detailed
studies of reaction’s mechanistic aspects (Figure 3b). To
account for groups that are incompatible but could be
protected, it was also important to categorize the reaction
conditions, such that the program would (i) recognize need for
protection and (ii) could suggest appropriate protecting
groups.
Even such detailed descriptions, however, turned out to be
insuﬃcient for important reaction types in which the numbers
of substituent combinations are very large. For instance, it is
hardly feasible to enumerate all possible patterns of
substituents (over various ring systems) aﬀecting aromatic
substitutionsin this case, we taught Chematica to assess the
feasibility of substitution at diﬀerent locations by electrondensity calculations, as detailed in the Supporting Information
to ref 2. For other reaction types for which the reaction cores
are well-deﬁned and the numbers of literature precedents are
large (e.g., Diels−Alder, Suzuki, Michael, etc.), machine
learning algorithms were used to learn from these precedents
and to make very accurate predictions of regio-, site-, or
diastereoselectivity.33 It should be noted, however, that
performance of these methods has been satisfactory only
when the descriptors used to represent the reacting molecules
had physical meaning and captured steric or electronic eﬀects.
With such physically meaningful descriptors,33 ML models can
project beyond examples they saw during training and can
quantify the eﬀects of previously unseen substituents. With
these and many other algorithmic enhancements, the knowledge-base of Chematica became a mix of expert and ML/QM
approaches. Some years ago, we started to refer to this system
as a “hybrid” between knowledge-based and AI.

Figure 4. Synthetic options during iterative retron-to-synthon
expansion around scabrolide A target (drawn on the bottom right
and, in the network, marked by a white arrow). Only few initial
expansions are shown. In real searches, such graphs comprise tens of
thousands of expanded “spiders”.

sequently, these NNs were not suitable for advanced planning
we sought. In terms of repeating synthetic approaches
resembling those reported in the literature, the hybrid model
(NN trained on Chematica’s reaction rules matched onto
literature-reported reactions) outclassed both heuristic and
purely data-derived NNs. On the other hand, our experience
has been that for the discovery of the most elegant routes or
syntheses of targets not yet “seen” in the literature, heuristic
functions1not biased by prior artperform most satisfactorily. These functions score both the reactions and the sets of
substrates generated at each step. They strive to reduce
molecular complexity (in terms or molecule size, number of
rings, number of stereocenters), promote central disconnections, and use various advanced variables to penalize reactions
that proceed nonselectively.
The scoring functions prescribe which of the retrons are
worth expanding into synthonsthat is, they prevent
combinatorial explosion and guide smart navigation over the
networks of synthetic possibilities. Although algorithm theory
furnishes various pret-a-porter solutions for searching large
networks (A*, Monte Carlo Tree Searches30−32), we have
found them limited in advanced planning (see ref 4 for
discussion). Instead, we developed a scheme4 that uses
multiple scoring functions realizing diﬀerent search strategies
but exchanging informationthrough the so-called priority
queuesabout their separate pursuits. In a basic variant, one
function explores the network “widely” and examines broad
spectrum of alternative synthetic approaches, and one searches
“deeply” trying to disconnect the most promising synthons
into simple starting materials as rapidly as possible.
It is important to note that as its collection of reaction rules
grew and network-search algorithms matured, Chematica
began to identify very large numbers of plausible synthetic
routes (for simpler targets, in the thousands). As no user
wished to inspect so many pathways, it became important to
rank them and select only those that were really economical
and also substantially diﬀerent from one another. To this end,

5. SCORING SYNTHETIC POSITIONS AND
NAVIGATING THE NETWORKS
Before this hybrid could be unleashed to plan speciﬁc
syntheses, it had to learn (1) how to score the synthetic
options that emerge upon expansion of each retron molecule
into its progeny synthons and (2) how to search the networks
that emerge as a result of large numbers of such expansions
(Figure 4).
While developing Chematica, we have implemented and
tested various scoring functions: purely AI, hybrid knowledgebased/AI combinations, and heuristic. Referring the reader to
ref 34 for details, we brieﬂy note that data-derived AI functions
(i.e., various types of neural networks, NNs, trained on large
repositories of published reactions) performed poorly for
advanced chemistries and complex targets, which are
represented relatively sparsely in reaction databasescon1098
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Figure 5. Experimental validation of Chematica-designed syntheses leading to medicinally relevant targets. Syntheses of (a) BRD7/9 inhibitor, (b)
hydroxyetizolam, (c) dronedarone, and (d) hydroxylurasidone. Experimental yields are in red font. In Chematica pathway miniatures: yellow nodes
= targets, violet = unknown molecules, green = known molecules, red = commercially available chemicals, and blue halos = protection needed.
Reproduced with permission from ref 2. Copyright 2018 Elsevier.

we implemented a separate algorithm35 that back-traces the
already-found routes from substrates to the target, in the
process propagating realistic, dollar-per-gram costs of the
starting materials, estimating reactions’ yields,36,37 considering
pathway structure (linear vs convergent), and eliminating
chemically repetitive routes (to enhance diversity).

medicinally relevant, of high market value, and had proven to
be challenging in Sigma’s prior synthesis attempts. We had
hoped that the program’s top-scoring plans would prove more
eﬃcient than prior art or allow for the ﬁrst-ever syntheses for
maybe half of the targets−in the end, Chematica fulﬁlled these
criteria in all cases. Its plans, such as those shown in Figure 5,
were concise, improved signiﬁcantly on previously reported
yields (if prior syntheses were known), and in several cases
made use of nontrivial disconnections (e.g., stereoselective,
three-component aza-Henry reaction in the synthesis of BRD
7/9 inhibitor shown in Figure 5a, three-component Gewald
reaction used to make hydroxyetizolam in Figure 5b). The
paper2 describing these validations received considerable press
coverage but also some dismissive comments on account of the
targets’ stereochemical simplicity. It was very clear to us that to

6. FIRST EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATIONS
By 2017/2018, most of the algorithms described above were
implemented and Chematica knew about 50 000 reaction rules
allowing it to comfortably plan plausible syntheses of drug
molecules. It was at this stage that we began to validate the
program’s predictions by experiment. Eight targets were
selected, of which six were chosen by Sigma-Aldrich as a
“synthetic challenge” to Chematica. These molecules were
1099
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convince the leaders of the ﬁeld, Chematica would have to up
its gamepreferably, to complex natural products.

7. FROM DRUGS TO COMPLEX NATURAL PRODUCTS
Algorithmically, the challenges of natural product synthesis are
2-fold: (i) the networks of synthetic options to explore are
much larger (∼100n nodes,1 where n is typically in tens for
natural products vs <10 for drugs) and (ii) approaches aiming
to simplify the structure at every step have low chance of
working. It is no longer a question of knowing more reaction
rules but of the ability to arrange these rules into highly logical
and often nuanced sequences. Indeed, even when Chematica
was taught some 100 000+ rules (including large fraction of
advanced, stereoselective reactions) and used its newest
scoring functions, it could not ﬁnd plausible routes to complex
targets. Close inspection of the networks the program
generated revealed that it was especially reluctant to enter
into the sequences that oﬀered no immediate gainfor
instance, Chematica did not see the point in manipulating
functional groups or in increasing structural complexity, even if
such “investments” could lead to elegant, structure simplifying
steps later on. In other words, the program was thinking onestep-at-a-time (which is a common feature of all other
retrosynthesis programs based on AI) and could not really
strategize over multiple steps. Going back to the drawing
board, we decided to equip Chematica with some additional
causal reasoning used by expert chemists to determine which
reactions should trigger (or prohibit) the use of others.
Learning from thousands of classic total syntheses, we distilled
this chemical “if-then” causality to four classes of rules deﬁned
in ref 4 as follows:
(1) Tactical combinationsthat is, two-step combinations
of reactions having overlapping reaction cores and
overcoming local complexity maxima to oﬀer signiﬁcant
structural simpliﬁcation (Figure 6a). We recently
reported38 systematic discovery of close to 5 million of
such sequences (vs ∼500 known before) of which some
100 000 most useful ones were incorporated in
Chematica. If the program identiﬁes a possibility for
an “uphill,” complexity-increasing movewhich it
would normally almost never takethen, it automatically checks if this step can be followed by a “downhill”
reaction from our list of 100 000. If so, two steps are
performed.
(2) Functional Group Interconversions, FGIs (Figure 6b),
are ∼100 two- or three-step reaction sequences, which
convert highly reactive groups into less-reactive ones and
thus allow for more synthetic options on a terminal
synthon of the sequence. A retron-matching sequence is
performed automatically provided there are no chemical
incompatibilities in any of the constituent reactions.
(3) Bypasses are combinations of reaction moves whose role
is to resolve intermittent reactivity conﬂicts (Figure 6c).
If Chematica encounters a very promising reaction but
cannot perform it on account of a conﬂicting group
being present, it ﬁrst attempts an auxiliary reaction or
FGI to remove this incompatibility and only then retries
the highly desirable step.
(4) Simultaneous and tandem reactions are combinations of
two, three, or four reactions of diﬀerent types judged to
be executable in one “superstep” if reaction conditions
are suitable. These combinations are also applicable to

Figure 6. Causal reasoning and examples of strategic sequences. (a)
Intentional complexiﬁcation from the target to an intermediate can
lead to a much simpliﬁed substrate in subsequent retrosynthetic step.
(b) FGI sequences convert highly reactive into more stable and
synthetically less conﬂict-prone groups. (c) Bypasses resolve
intermittent reactivity conﬂicts. Here, alkylation of a ketone enolate
with an iodoalkane harboring OH group is not possible (red arrow)
but becomes feasible (green arrows) after conversion of the
problematic hydroxyl into an alkene or a silyl ether. Without the
bypass routine, Chematica would pursue a much less simplifying
allylic oxidation (blue). (d) “Supersteps” perform simultaneously two
or more diﬀerent reactions if their conditions are compatible (here,
debenzylation of a benzyl ether and a phosphonate ester can proceed
simultaneously but not stepwise). Reproduced with permission from
ref 4. Copyright 2020 Springer Nature.

the management of protecting groups, allowing for the
introduction or removal of several such groups in one
step (Figure 6d).
With these multistep routines added, Chematica improved
dramatically in the sense that it began to repeatedly ﬁnd
syntheses of complex targets, including natural products at the
forefront of modern synthesis4 (Figures 1 and 7a). Seeking
some independent assessment of these routes, we ﬁrst turned
for help to the world’s top synthetic chemists. In short, we
curated a collection of 20 Chematica-planned and 20
literature-reported natural product syntheses (Figure 7a).
1100
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Figure 7. Chemical Turing test. (a) One of 40 total syntheses evaluated by the expertsthis one, of callyspongiolide A, was designed by
Chematica. (b) Distributions of scores (perceived human or machine origin on the horizontal axis, subjective elegance on the vertical axis) assigned
by the synthesis experts to each of the 20 human-designed and 20 machine-designed syntheses. (c) The so-called ROC curves quantifying expert
choices. Average for all experts (thick red curve) is close to the diagonal signifying the choices were close to randommeaning that Chematica and
published syntheses were no longer distinguishable. For details, see ref 4 from which the ﬁgure is reproduced with permission. Copyright 2020
Springer Nature.

simpler targets and syntheses30), meaning it could emulate
advanced human synthetic planning! Naturally, these paper
analyses would be incomplete without experimental validation
of Chematica-designed plans, which we carried out for three
natural products diﬀering in complexity and having no prior
examples of total syntheses. The simplest target was
(−)-dauricine, and its straightforward synthesis relied on the

We, then, asked the experts to score each pathway on a 0−10
scale for the perceived (i) likelihood it was designed by a
human or by the machine and (ii) elegance. The results
(Figure 7b, c) were exciting, as the expert-assigned scores were
not statistically diﬀerent for the human versus machine
designed synthetic plansin other words, Chematica passed
the so-called Turing test (previously attempted only for much
1101
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Figure 8. Total syntheses planned by Chematica and validated by experiment: (a) (−)-dauricine, (b) tacamonidine, and (c) lammelodysidine A.
For details, see ref 4 from which the ﬁgure is reproduced with permission. Copyright 2020 Springer Nature.

Pictet−Spengler cyclization performed using Davis auxiliary
(Figure 8a). Chematica-planned synthesis of tacamonidine
(Figure 8b) was more challenging and interesting because the
syntheses of its close analogue, tacamonine, could not be
adapted to construct tacamonidine’s quaternary hydroxylated
stereocenter. In the machine-designed route the tricyclic
tryptoline system was constructed by Pictet−Spengler
cyclization, which was then followed by an original and logical
sequence of intramolecular indole N-acylation, asymmetric

dihydroxylation, and ultimate ring-closing alkylation. Finally,
synthesis of a challenging bridged polycyclic sesquiterpene
called lamellodysidine A (Figure 8c), relied on Suzuki coupling
of a hydroborated triene with a vinyl halide, intramolecular
Diels−Alder cycloaddition (constructing the target’s tetracyclic
[2.2.2]-bicyclooctene framework), and hydrolysis of methoxyfuranone (whereby the program correctly predicted selective
formation of the thermodynamically more stable and less
hindered stereoisomer). As described in detail in ref 4, all three
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Figure 9. Retrosynthetic analysis with additional constraints. (a, b) Syntheses of [M+6], 13C-labeled warfarin designed by Chematica. The
program’s top-scoring solutions are for two isotopomers that can be sourced from relatively inexpensive 13C6 benzene. (c) Known, patent-protected
syntheses leading to sitagliptin rely on disconnections around the chiral amine. When these bonds are locked (marked red in panel d), the program
rapidly ﬁnds other patent-evading solutions, such as the one in panel e. Panels c−e were reproduced with permission from ref 41. Copyright 2019
Elsevier.

faded away, the long-term survival of modern platforms seems
to be secured by the support of large organizations (e.g.,
Chematica/Synthia is backed and further developed by SigmaAldrich/Merck, ACS/CAS is developing its own SciFindern
tool39 tracing back to Orr Ravitz’ ARChem, and Reaxys is
oﬀering Synthesis Planner40 based on M. Waller’s AI
technology30). Fourth, referring to an often-invoked argument
that the maintenance of expert-coded reaction rule databases is
not sustainable, there is no such threatalthough millions of
speciﬁc reactions are published every year, only few thousands
(at most) are new reaction types and keeping track of these
transformations is not a problem.
Last but not least, we would like to comment on the use of
synthesis-planning programs in tasks that are arguably beyond
cognition of individual chemists. Although we certainly
acknowledge that human experts can develop routes to
virtually any target, the planning might get very complex if
many additional requirements/constraints are imposed simultaneously. Say, one wished to develop a route to an isotopically
labeled targeteither singly or perhaps with more isotopic
labelsstarting not only from inexpensive substrates below a
certain molecular mass, but also avoiding any protection
chemistries and, perhaps, the use of rare-earth-metal catalysts
in the last steps and toxic intermediates along the entire route.
These are quite a few conditions to keep track of and several
catalogs of specialized building blocks or regulated substances
to consult. For the machine, handling multiple conditions and

syntheses proceeded in good yields, as indicated by
experimental values indicated by blue fonts.

8. THE FUTURE: BEYOND HUMAN?
With the demonstrations described above, Chematica has
ﬁnally become the ﬁrst computer program to successfully
emulate synthetic designs at an expert level. In that sense, we
feel it is fair to say that the long quest for automated synthetic
planner is nearing completion. Of course, Chematica should
and will be taught additional reaction rules and its algorithms
will be further improved and accelerated, while its hardware
base will expand to allow for wider access. At the same time,
the crucial algorithmic components for the problem have been
deﬁned and implemented.
At this point, we wish to risk some forward-looking
statements. First, we do not foresee any major hurdles with
the software’s adoption by the synthesis community. Much like
Reaxys and Sci-Finder accelerated literature searches for
synthetic procedures (vs going to the library), so can programs,
such as Chematica streamline traditional synthesis design,
rapidly suggesting a variety of synthetic approaches from which
to choose. Second, we do not see any real threat of such
programs “taking away jobs” (as sometimes claimed) from the
chemists−chemists will deﬁnitely be needed not only to
execute the computer’s plans but, even more importantly, to
discover new methodologies. Third and unlike the 1970s,
when synthetic planning programs appeared as rapidly as they
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Figure 10. Application of Chematica to multiple-target design. Here, the program constructs a global synthetic plan leading to most accessible M
+6, 13C analogues of ten anticoagulant rodenticides (with structures of parent compounds shown on the right). The plan is no longer “a
pathway”rather, it is a small network of pathways made more economical by sharing common intermediates and starting materials (some of
which are shown next to their corresponding nodes with 13C6 benzene, colored red, used as a sole source of labeled atoms). The design and pricing
of this network took Chematica few hours of work.

“memorizing” multiple catalogs is not a problem, and syntheses
such as those shown in Figure 9a and b are found in a matter of
minutes (for details, see ref 3). In a similar genre, one might
wish to design a synthesis of a known drug with similar
constraints and, additionally, avoiding disconnection of certain
bonds central to existing process patents (Figure 9c,d).
Figure 9e, taken from our recent work,41 shows some patentcircumventing routes Chematica found for a blockbuster drug
called sitagliptin. Avoidance of speciﬁc reactions and hard-tosource key substrates is yet another option, which we42 and
others43 have shown useful in seeking alternative paths to
important antiviral compounds (of note, in ref 43, Cernak’s
group validated such plans by experiment). Finally, Figure 10
illustrates a situation in which there are multiple and
isotopically labeled targets3 (M+6, 13C isotopically labeled
derivatives of ten anticoagulant rodenticides), and the program
is asked to develop a global synthetic plan to make all of them
in the most economical way, hopefully sharing between
individual routes as many intermediates as possible and using
an economical source of 13C atoms. Keeping track of such
synthetic networksno longer just individual pathways
might be a rather daunting task for a human chemist. For a
computer, it is few hours of work.
In summary, whereas the synthesis of very challenging,
natural products targets is likely to remain the area of
Chematica’s academic applications, it is the multiple-constraint
searches that are expected to have the most profound impact
on the practice of chemical industry, designing more
economical, more green, and less hazardous pathways. As
these developments are already taking place, our own focus is
now shifting to what we believe is the next great challenge for
the machinesnamely, to discover completely new reaction
types which could then be fed-back into retrosynthetic

planners to further improve their might. We will report ﬁrst
results of this new pursuit shortly.
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